gLAB hands-on education on satellite navigation
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Abstract

The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) allows computing the Position, Velocity and Time (PVT) of users equipped with appropriate hardware (i.e. an antenna and a receiver) and software. The latter estimates the PVT from the ranging measurements and ephemeris transmitted by the GNSS satellites in frequencies of the L band.

The research group of Astronomy and Geomatics (gAGE) at the Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (UPC) has been developing the GNSS LABoratory (gLAB) tool suite since 2009, in the context of the European Space Agency (ESA) educational program on satellite navigation (EDUNAV). gLAB is a multi-purpose software capable of determining the PVT in several modes: stand-alone (e.g. as a smartphone or car navigator), differential (e.g. surveying equipment or precise farming), and augmented with integrity (e.g. civil aviation or safety of life applications).

gLAB has been designed for two main sets of users and functions. The first one is to educate University students and professionals in the art and science of GNSS data processing. This includes newcomers to the GNSS field that highly appreciate the Graphical User Interface (GUI), the default templates with the necessary configuration or the messages with warnings and errors. The second group of users are those with previous experience on GNSS. Those are interested into a high computation speed, high-accuracy positioning, batch processing and access to the intermediate computation steps.

In the present contribution, we present some examples in which gLAB serves as an education platform. The data sets are actual GNSS measurements collected by the publicly available International GNSS Service (IGS), together with other IGS products such as the satellite orbits and clocks broadcast in the navigation message. The proposed methodology and procedures are tailored to understand the effects of different error components in both the Signal in Space (SIS) and the position domain, by activating or deactivating different modeling terms in gLAB. The results illustrate some examples of how the PVT can be enhanced or deteriorated when using different processing strategies or propagation effects present in the GNSS signals traversing the atmosphere, among others.

We conclude that gLAB is a useful tool to learn GNSS data processing or to expand any prior knowledge.
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Nomenclature

The mathematical symbols used in the present contribution are described in what follows:

- \( \rho_{ij} \): Geometric distance, in meters, between the antennae of receiver “i” and satellite “j”
- \( c \): Speed of light, in meters/second
- \( \delta T_i \) and \( \delta T^j \): Clock offsets, in seconds, of receiver “i” and satellite “j”
- \( f_m \): Signal frequency, in Hertz
- \( \alpha_m = \frac{4.03 \times 10^{16}}{f_m^2} \): Conversion factor from Total Electron Content Units to meters of delay at the frequency \( f_m \)
- \( T_{trop}^i \): Slant tropospheric delay, in meters, between receiver “i” and satellite “j”
- \( \text{STEC}_i \): Slant ionospheric delay, in Total Electron Content Units, between receiver “i” and satellite “j”
- \( \text{DCB}_i \) and \( \text{DCB}_j \): Hardware delays, in meters, of receiver “i” and satellite “j”
- \( \epsilon^i_j \): Noise, in meters, of the GNSS signal between receiver “i” and satellite “j”

Acronyms

- APC: Antenna Phase Center
- CA: Coarse Acquisition
- DCB: Differential Code Bias
- ESA: European Space Agency
- FOC: Full Operational Capability
- gAGE: group of Astronomy and Geomatics
- gLAB: GNSS LABoratory
- GNSS: Global Navigation Satellite System
- GUI: Graphical User Interface
- ICA: Ionospheric Correction Algorithm
- IGS: International GNSS Service
- ITU: International Telecommunication Union
- PVT: Position, Velocity and Time
- SBAS: Satellite Based Augmentation System
- STEC: Slant Total Electron Content
- SIS: Signal in Space
- SPS: Standard Positioning Service
- TECU: Total Electron Content Unit
- UPC: Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya

1. Introduction

The origin of navigation dates back to ancient times, when sailors computed the position and course with the use of Astronomic, Cartographic and Geometry references. The principles and techniques to guide vessels from a given origin to a destination remained unchanged for several millennia. However, with the advent of space activities following the first artificial satellite launch Sputnik in 1957, the navigation has been revolutionised.

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) [1] [2] comprises the space and ground segments that allow users equipped with appropriate hardware and software to compute its Position, Velocity and Time (PVT), see Figure 1. The space segment is composed by a constellation of space vehicles at an almost circular orbit of about 20,000 km in height [3].

Three constellations have already declared their Full Operational Capability (FOC). Namely, the Global Positioning System (GPS, US Air Force), completed in 1994; the Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS, Russian Federal Space Agency) completed in 1995 (and restored in 2011); BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS, China National Space Administration) commissioned in 2020. The fourth constellation is being completed: the Galileo (European Commission). Together, these four GNSS constellations account for more than 100 satellites.

Each GNSS monitors the satellites by means of a worldwide network of few tens of permanent stations with ground antennas. Such control segment maintains the GNSS satellites healthy and performing nominally. The status of each GNSS constellation can be monitored in real-time at the websites [5]-[8].
Figure 2. GPS (L), Glonass (G), Galileo (E) and Beidou (B) frequency bands.

The present contribution focuses on the third segment, composed by users of the GNSS. Currently, there are more than 5 billion GNSS devices in use across the world, a number expected to double by 2031 [9]. The GNSS receiver acquires and demodulates radio-navigating signals at the frequencies of the L band, i.e. around 1.2 GHz. Those frequencies are allocated by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [10] and are depicted in Figure 2.

The receiver then generates the code and carrier-phase measurements (i.e. the so-called observables). These measurements are used to estimate the PVT of the GNSS receiver by means of Weighted Least Squares (WLS) or the Kalman filter [11], among other techniques. Currently, several software packages exist that are capable of processing GNSS data in an automatic manner.

The GNSS LABoratory tool (gLAB) is an advanced educational multi-purpose software used for processing and analysing GNSS data [12][13]. Since 2009, gLAB has been developed by the research group of Astronomy and Geomatics (gAGE) at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), in the context of several contracts with the European Space Agency (ESA).

gLAB is open-source and allows to fully control its internal processing through its many configuration options. This is a great advantage with respect to proprietary GNSS data processing programs produced by receiver manufacturers, or other entities, which do not allow any modification and hence, from the user/scientific point of view, are black boxes.

The remaining of the present contribution is organised as follows. Section 2 addresses the basic GNSS measurement equation. Section 3 presents the data used. Section 4 analyses in detail the effects of considering/neglecting some modelling terms. Last section concludes the paper summarizing the results.

2. Methodology

Equation 1 presents the fundamental modelling of the code pseudorange measurements, in meters, whose terms are defined in the Nomenclature section.

$$P_i^j = \rho_i^j + c(\delta T_i - \delta T_j) + T_{f_i}^j + \alpha_m \cdot STEC_i^j + DCB_i + DCB_j + \epsilon_i^j$$

where the GNSS signal has propagated from the antenna of the emitting satellite to the antenna of the receiver. Without the loss of generality, but for clarity purposes, we restrict our analysis to the signals of the GPS constellation, at the frequency $f_1$ and for the civilian Coarse Acquisition (CA) pseudorange measurement.

The geometric distance $\rho_i^j$ is the square root between the coordinates of the receiver $(X_i, Y_i, Z_i)$ and those of the satellite $(X_j, Y_j, Z_j)$. Fortunately, we can linearize $\rho_i^j$ using a Taylor expansion and apply linear Algebra procedures to solve for the user position, its velocity, and its time offset $\delta T_i$ with respect to GNSS time. The interested reader is pointed to [1]-[4] for further details.

gLAB implements different options to account the different model terms in Eq.1. For instance, the one defined in the Standard Positioning Service (SPS) of GPS [14], which is embedded in most of the mass-market receivers that we use in our everyday life. Figure 3 depicts the gLAB Graphical User Interface (GUI) modelling options, stored as pre-configured templates.

Hence, the gLAB user can use this baseline configuration effortlessly. It is worth to note, that these options can be modified to meet most of GNSS data processing needs, or, as we will see in the next section, the default options can be modified to get hands-on education on satellite navigation.

Figure 3. Modelling tab of gLAB GUI with default options selected for the SPS.
The gLAB GUI was designed having in mind newcomers to the GNSS field, such as our students at UPC, other Universities or professional courses where we teach GNSS. Every option displays information, so that the user can get familiar with the options that is selecting. In addition, it triggers warnings and errors to avoid any miss-configuration of the tool. Finally, it is worth to mention a second group of users with previous experience on GNSS, such as professionals and companies. Those are interested into the high computation speed offered by gLAB, its high-accuracy positioning capabilities in batch processing and access to the intermediate computation steps.

3. Data Set

GNSS data can be obtained free of charge from the International GNSS Service (IGS) [15][16]. Figure 4 depicts the status of the extensive permanent network of stations belonging to IGS and available from [17]. Any user can download GNSS measurements, satellite positions (i.e. ephemerides), and Earth rotation parameters, among other products.

As an example, we gathered data from a permanent station named Cachoeira Paulista (i.e. “CHPI” according to the IGS naming convention). The receiver is located in the south of Brazil, at a geographical longitude of -22.7º and latitude of -45.0º. We processed 24 h of data belonging to January 1st 2004, a year within the maximum of the 23rd Solar Cycle. The latitude and date of the experiment are chosen so that the ionospheric delay on the GNSS measurements is greatest.

4. Results

This section presents some examples of processing computed with the gLAB tool. The approach is tailored to understand the effect of error components in both the Signal in Space (SIS) domain and in the position domain. In order to address quantitatively and qualitative such effects, we follow the procedure of activating or deactivating some SPS modelling terms in gLAB.

Figure 5 depicts the delay occurred at the ionosphere, i.e. the upper layer of the atmosphere comprised from 60 to more than 2000 km of altitude. The electromagnetic energy from the Sun produces photoionization, which produces free electrons that interact (i.e. delaying) with the GNSS signals propagating from the GPS satellites to the receiver at CHPI.

In order to correct this delay, the SPS employs the Klobuchar model [18] as Ionospheric Correction Algorithm (ICA). The Klobuchar ICA uses eight coefficients transmitted in the navigation message that are updated every day. The Klobuchar can correct the ionospheric delay with Root Mean Square (RMS) errors between 50 to 60%.

We now turn our attention to the navigation performance. Since we are using data collected at a permanent ground station, we know its coordinates with an accuracy of few centimetres. Therefore, we can infer the navigation error of SPS modelling in Eq. 1, by computing the difference from the estimated coordinates of CHPI and those already known. For clarity purposes we will separate such differences (i.e. errors) in the vertical and horizontal planes.

Figure 4. IGS network status on March 2022. The green circles depict operating stations, whereas red triangles indicate stations whose data is not available.

Figure 5. Ionospheric Slant Total Electron Content at permanent IGS station CHPI, modelled by Klobuchar.
5. Conclusions

gLAB is a useful tool to learn about GNSS data processing or to expand any prior knowledge. Using actual data sets collected by the publicly available IGS network, we give an example of a straightforward procedure tailored to understand and question the effects of different error components in both SIS domain and the

The gLAB tool suite can be downloaded together with different Books and Tutorials on GNSS Data Processing from our website gage.upc.edu.
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